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SOMMARIO/ ABSTRACT

Questo articolo descrive gli adattamenti apportati a un
parser a dipendenze multilingue per adeguarlo all’italiano
e al task di Parsing di Evalita; descrive inoltre l’approccio
adottato, le feature usate e l’algoritmo di apprendimento.

The paper describes adaptations to a multilingual depen-
dency parser for Italian and the EVALITA parsing task,
such as determination and linking of empty nodes. The pa-
per also presents the parsing approach, features used, and
the training algorithm.
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1 The Parser

Our parser is modelled after McDonald’s non–projective
parser [2]. The parser computes all possible projective de-
pendency trees and chooses the one receiving the maxi-
mum weight. Weights are determined in repeated itera-
tions over training data. A difference is that labelling is not
relegated to a postprocessing step, but performed during
parsing proper [5]. We used the same parser in the shared
task of CoNLL’07, but have now integrated some insights
gained in working on the Italian track of CoNLL’07. In
particular, we switched off the second–order features [3].
The parser is explained below, but more details about the
parser can be found in [5].

1.1 Parsing Algorithm

For parsing, we adopt Eisner’s bottom-up chart-parsing
algorithm in McDonald’s [2] formulation, which finds
the best projective dependency tree for an input string
x = 〈x1, . . . , xn〉. We assume that every possible head–
dependent pairi, j is described by a feature vectorΦij

with associated weightswij . Eisner’s algorithm achieves
optimal tree packing by storing partial structures in two

matrices and . First the diagonals of the matrices are
initiated with 0; then all other cells are filled according to
eqs. (1) and (2) and their symmetric variants.

i
↘j = wij · Φij

i j = max
k:i≤k<j

i k + k+1 j + i
↘j (1)

i j = max
k:i<k≤j

i k + k j (2)

root = max
k:1≤k≤n

1 k + k n + w0k · Φ0k

1.2 Feature Representation

In deriving features, we used all information given in the
treebank, i.e. words (w), fine-grained POS tags (fp), com-
binations of lemmas and coarse-grained POS tags (lcp),
and whether two tokens agree1 (agr= yes, no, don’t know).
We essentially employ the same set of features as [2]:
φ

′

ij = {wi, fpi, lcpi, wj , fpj , lcpj , wiwj , wilcpj , lcpiwj ,
lcpilcpj , fpilcpj , fpifpj , fpifpjagrij , fpi−1fpifpj−1fpj ,
fpi−1fpifpj fpj+1, fpifpi+1fpj−1fpj , fpifpi+1fpj fpj+1},
and token features for root wordsφ0r = {wr, fpr, lcpr}.
Furthremore, we recorded the tag of each tokenm between
i andj (φij = φ′

ij ∪ {fpifpj fpm}). All features but unary
token features were optionally extended with direction of
dependency (i < j or i > j) and binned token distance
(|i − j| = 1, 2, 3, 4,≥ 5, ≥ 10).

1.3 Structural Learning

For determining feature weightsw, we used online
passive–aggressive learning (OPAL) [1]. OPAL iterates
repeatedly over all training instancesx, adapting weights
after each parse. It tries to change weights as little as possi-
ble (passiveness), while ensuring that (1) the correct treey

gets at least as much weight as the best parse treeŷ and
(2) the difference in weight betweeny and ŷ rises with

1Agreement was computed from morphological features, viz. gender,
number and person. We also added a nominative case feature to finite
verbs.
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the average number of errors in̂y (aggressiveness). This
optimization problem has a closed–form solution:

w(t+1) = w(t) + τt(Φ(x,y) − Φ(x, ŷ))

where

τt =
w · Φ(x, ŷ) − w · Φ(x,y) +

√

1 − LAS(y, ŷ)
‖Φ(x,y) − Φ(x, ŷ)‖2

Having a closed–form solution, OPAL is easier to imple-
ment and more efficient than the MIRA algorithm [2],
while still achieving a performance comparable to MIRA’s
on many problems [1].

1.4 Learning Labels for Dependency Relations

To derive dependency relation (deprel) labels, we split each
feature along the label dimension, associating each de-
prel d with its own feature vector (cf. eq. (3), where ⊗

is the tensor product and Λo theorthogonal encoding).

Φij,Λo(d) = φij ⊗ Λo(d) (3)

Parsing only considers the best deprel label.

i
↘j= max

d∈D

wij,Λo(d)Φij,Λo(d) (4)

More details can be found in [5].

1.5 Adaptations to theEVALITA Parsing Task

In EVALITA, the task was somewhat different from that
in CoNLL in that not only dependency structureand labels
should be learned, but also the distribution of empty nodes.
In order to find empty nodes, wefirst parsed theinput with-
out any empty nodes, and then applied a maximum entropy
learner (Zhang Le’s MaxEnt toolkit) to predict for each
word whether or not an empty node should be inserted af-
ter it. For this decision, we used information specific to the
respectiveword (e.g. word form, lemma, finegrained POS
tag, coarse grained POS tag), and word–specific informa-
tion sculled from the initial parse (e.g. deprel, deprel+POS
tag combination, all the deprels of daughter nodes). In this
way, the system could detect e.g. missing subjects. After
thisstep, empty nodeswereinserted and aseparateparsing
model was trained on thisnew input set.

2 Treebank Transformation

We applied our own conversion tool to derive CoNLL’07
format from theoriginal TUT representation format. First,
the input was converted to UTF 8. Then the informa-
tion on each token line was distributed among the CoNLL
slots (word form, lemma, fine-grained POS tag, coarse-
grained POS tag, morphological features). Empty nodes
were treated in this step as nodes of their own, indepen-
dent of other nodes. Finally, information on the POS tag
of dependent and head was discarded in the deprel slot, as
the feature representation used in our parser is rich enough
to account for such interactions.
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